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such sites are a great resource of clipart. if you like the article and you want to support the writer, please comment below, thank you! download anu clip art. if you like the article and you want to support the writer, please comment below, thank you! anu clip art.. theres a lot of room for creativity in designing a book clipart set. look at your work as a blank canvas; you can do whatever you want. ask yourself, what does this design

represent? what do i want my reader to feel or think when they see this? what is the overall mood of my book? once you have your answers, you can begin to find what image will fit your needs. you can also do a lot of research online to find ideas. images for books are often used to represent the text or title. for example, the cover of a book about space might feature a rocket ship, or the cover of a book about the ocean might show
a shark or a mermaid. in any case, keep in mind that while you can design your own book clipart, youll probably want to hire a professional artist to help you create a beautiful book cover. you can find reputable companies in the book marketing association or on etsy. with this in mind, it can be a good idea to look at the titles of books that are currently selling. see what titles and phrases they use. is there a common thread in their

titles? can you use your book title to call attention to something in your book? the more you can think of, the more ways you can use your book title as a marketing tool. it can also help to think about the keywords youd like to use to sell your book. is there a common term or idea that you could tie into your title?
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